
Trusted: 18 years in the international market

Universal: seamlessly works with 2,200 types of 
hardware

Flexible: delivered as a cloud and server-based 
solution where you can configure every parameter

Supportive: o�ering 24/7 technical assistance to 
1,900+ partners globally

Large-scale: 2,500,000+ assets tracked in 130+ 
countries

Extra: free Wialon-based applications for
business-specific tasks

Comprehensive: 300+ monitoring parameters
to control and report on

Ultimate platform for
GPS tracking and IoT

    Real-time monitoring and analytics. Enhance 
your fleet performance, keep the cargo safe at all 
times, make employees drive responsibly, and 
save money on maintenance.

    Fuel consumption control. Monitor fuel con-
sumption in all types of vehicles, diesel genera-
tors, and filling stations.

    Driving safety. Employ Wialon to create a 
comprehensive driving quality assessment model 
specific to your enterprise. The analysis is based 
on preset and custom violation criteria and allows 
to identify reckless drivers – totally error-free.



Detect any type of fuel misuse and control the 
whole cycle of fuel distribution from filling stations
to vehicles and machinery. Fuel management 
allows decreasing fuel thefts by 90%.

    FLS data. Analyze fuel consumption depending 
on a fuel level in the tank at di�erent time points.

    CAN bus data readings. Tap into fuel parame-
ters received via CAN bus of your vehicles.

    Fuel consumption by math. Use engine opera-
tion and e�iciency sensors as coe�icients for fuel 
consumption rates.

    The proprietary fuel management system. 
Detect fuel thefts in the most complicated cases, 
including underfillings, card frauds, insu�icient 
driving, siphoning, and much more.

Wialon brings together satellite monitoring and 
video surveillance in one platform for you to
reduce accident rates, increase fuel economy, 
and improve safety on the road.

    Track and watch. View photos and videos right 
in the monitoring interface.

    Enforce analytics with visuals. Generate 
reports with event time, location, and video data.

    Discipline drivers. Analyze the driving style 
and provide recommendations.

    Save on mobile data. Minimize tra�ic con-
sumption with event-based video monitoring.

    Observe safety on production sites. Bind 
video streaming to geofences.



Wialon makes personal monitoring possible in 
many di�erent ways, and you can pick the one 
that suits you best or use the WiaTag and 
Distance Tag Wialon-based apps.

    Track the location. Stay informed on whether 
your employees or other people observe the 
quarantine measures or are in the place they are 
supposed to be.

    Get notifications. Whenever your own limita-
tions or quarantine measures are violated, get 
notified on that.

    Improve any business. Whether it’s health-
care, security, delivery, service industry, public 
utilities, Wialon personal tracking solutions help 
you manage and monitor sta� performance.


